
Big Schools' Birdwatch
2022

 

There is still time to register
for RSPB's annual birdwatch

(submissions close 21st
February).

 

By taking part you can help
tell the RSPB how birds are 
 faring across school ground

in the UK.
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The Ink Bin
Schools

No Need
To Print!

Share your eco win of
the week with us!

recycle@theinkbin.co.uk

Is your Ink Bin ready to be
emptoed and collected? 

It's super easy to arrange a
collection- just head to The
Ink Bin website and click on

Empty Our Bin for
instructions. 

GREATGREATGREAT
NEWS!NEWS!NEWS!

Things are looking up for
Humpback Whales!

 
Following an annual review

by The Wildlife Trusts in
2021, it has been reported

that whale sightings in the UK
have increase.  



Top Tip
 

To keep warm in the
classroom this winter, why

not suggest to your teacher
about having a 'Busy Body
Break' to increase blood

flow and circulation, keeping
you even warmer. 

This Week in Your Eco Club...
Keeping Safe but Warm 

 

With the weather getting colder and the need for ventilation
in classrooms to help reduce the spread of coronavirus, it is

important to keep windows open to keep  safe. However, it is
also important to keep warm and comfortable. Some ways

you can do this is by wearing extra layers, having warm
squash at break or wiggling your toes and fingers around.

Did you know that the fresh are is not
only good at keeping everyone safe, it

can also help to keep your mind
working at full capacity? This is

because the brain uses 20% of the
body's oxygen supply, so by allowing
fresh air into the classroom you can

keep up your concentration. 

TEACHERS.. WhatsApp
your images to us on

07712 577528 and save
the number to your

phone contacts!



in the news:The Ink Bin's Eco Tip of
The Week 

 

When on walks, try your
best to stick to the path
when you can. By doing
this, you can make sure

that you're not trampling
on animals' homes and

habitats. 

Mechanical Trees
 

Mechanical trees that suck out
CO2 from the atmosphere are

now being trialled. The new
invention is said to remove
CO2 from the atmosphere

1000x faster than real trees.
The 'trees' were developed at

Arizona State University in
hopes to majorly cut carbon

emmissions 

In Bali, Indonesia, 33
endangered green sea turtles
have been released into the

ocean to try and increase their
population. There are also
attempts to protect these
turtles, saving them from

poachers to reduce the threat
of extinction. 

In a bid to fight climate
change, Denmark have

pledged to make all
domestic flights fossil fuel

free by 2030. The
president of Denmark said
she wanted to make flying
green, alongside a goal of
cutting carbon emissions
of the country of 70% by

2030 

Eco-friendly Flying 


